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This is my Nature Journal

Part 3:  

Observation!

My name is
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Do you have good 

observation skills?

Let’s find out…
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observation takes 
five skills...

Smell
Feel

Listen
Look

Record
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Now find a quiet place in nature...

When observing nature, it's good 

to carry a pen and pencil. 

what else could you take with 

you?
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draw what you can see.

Now close your eyes and listen...
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What could you hear?

Now close your eyes again and smell...
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What could you smell?
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This is an 

elephant 

track! 

lets look closer for signs of 
animals... starting with tracks.

 Make notes underneath, and draw 
tracks as you go...

Some of these animals won't live where you live... 

but you can still copy the tracks below.
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Draw any other tracks you found.
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This is a sun bear footprint... it was made using ink and paper. 

If you have a pet, can you make its print using ink or paint?

Carefully, print it on this page!
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Make notes about how things feel, but only touch plants if 

you know they are safe.

one more important skill is touch.

What do you think you could learn 
from animal poo, or scat?

Most scientists carry a Ziplock bag, so they can take animal 

droppings back to their lab to investigate...

You can learn a lot from poo...



This is what I found out 
about observation... 
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Ideas: What senses did you use the most?
Did observation get easier as you practiced?
What method of recording observations did 
you find easiest?
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This is what I found 
out about tracking 

animals... 

Ideas: Where did you find the most tracks?
What type of animals were easiest to find?
What tips would you give other people about finding tracks?
What could you tell from the tracks you found? For instance, 
was the animals running fast, or walking slow? 
Was the animal heavy or light? Did the animal travel a long 
way?




